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Value Enhancers for Your Services -  
The Go-To Business 

 
Which features, benefits, and quality in your offerings will be perceived as 
the most valuable by the greatest number of buyers?  These decisions are the 
core of your business strategy, your marketing plan, and your choice of 
managers. Your own success with the firm is judged, to a large extent, by the 
amount of value you create for the business and your clients.  
 
 
Goal = We are the Go-To Business for our services and we dominate our 

market niche in our geographic region or in our area of expertise. 
 
 

Why is it good to have the reputation as the Go-To Business for your 
services? 

 
Because you make decision makers feel safe when they hire you.  You have 
been there and done that - many times.  Your reputation for high quality, 
honest work is established and you have worked to become known by many 
leaders in your service area or geographic location. You have a record of 
success and are well worth the cost of your services - even if they are higher 
than the competition. 

 
 

How can you become the Go-To Business for your services? 
 
I think it is a function of your interests, the market opportunities, and 
your experience.  You and your managers need to care about the services 
you provide and constantly strive to make your clients successful in their 
own jobs.  If you are truly interested in your services, you will always work 



to improve them. Better services offered for reasonable prices will almost 
always make happier and repeat clients.  And they will provide great 
testimonials! 
 
 
The market area you decide to focus on in your business must have growth 
potential. Begin with market research to identify the potential 
opportunities in the niche you intend to dominate. What are the 
opportunities?  Who has them?  Where are they?  How big are they?  When 
are your services needed?  Why do they need you?  Who does the work 
now? Your own technical and professional interests will most likely dictate 
which markets you want to dominate. 
 
 
 
The third key to becoming the go-to firm is having or building a strong 
staff with experience in serving the identified market area. You probably 
need a minimum of 10 years experience in your profession before you can 
think about becoming a go-to business.  Those 10 years will provide both 
important technical and project management experience for you to build on. 
And will help you meet other industry professionals and clients who share 
your interests. These may also be the folks who you hire as managers or who 
hire you as clients.  Just make sure that your mangers have the right 
credentials for the markets you want to dominate. 
 

 
 
 
 
You may be wondering "How many niches can my business dominate at one 
time?"  
 



That answer is entirely up to you.  You can become the go-to service 
provider in a lot of niches if you follow the above steps each time you want 
to expand. 
 
 
More Value Enhancers will follow in future mail outs.  If you are unclear 
about whether an action will improve the value of your business, ask 
yourself the following questions (try to have a yes for each!): 
 

● Will it increase revenue?  If so, how much? 
● Will it decrease expenses?  If so, how much? 
● Will it bring in new clients? How many? 
● Will it bring in more money from existing clients?  How much? 

 
Call or email if you have any questions or need a boost getting started. Good 
Luck!  Doug  
 

My Motto - "Less wear and tear and still get there!" 
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